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Abstract—Application frameworks are widely used in order to increase efficiency and reliability in object-oriented software development. In this paper we put a focus on side effects caused by misuse of frameworks. A processes of such a side effect often includes cross-border method invocations between an application and its framework, and is difficult to resolve.

This paper proposes an approach to visualizing such a side effect as a feature interaction between a framework and its application. This paper shows a case study to apply our approach to a practical framework application, and discuss its practical usefulness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An application framework is a reusable software product which provides reusable design and implementation common to applications of a particular domain [1]. In recent years, application frameworks are used in various fields of software projects.

In this paper, we call classes in a framework framework classes. We also use the term application specific classes to refer to classes that implement application specific features within a framework application. We call a method defined in a framework class a framework method, while a method defined in an application specific class an application method.

A framework specifies hot spots, which represent application specific features and are implemented by application methods. Application methods implementing hot spots are invoked inside of the framework. This invocation style is called inversion of control [2]. On the other hand, frameworks often expose some methods so that applications can set states of the frameworks. Such state setting methods tend to introduce deviant code [3], which invokes exposed framework methods in a wrong way, and causes an erroneous state. We call such invocation style that an application method invokes a framework method, re-inversion of control.

This paper puts a focus on deviant effects. A deviant effect is a side effect which is triggered by re-inversion of control and brings an erroneous state inside of a framework.

A deviant effect by definition is caused by deviant code which misuses one or more of exposed framework methods. Monperrus et al.[3] point out that fixing deviant code requires program understanding. However, understanding deviant effects is difficult because of the complexity of frameworks.

To tackle with this problem, we propose an approach to visualizing a deviant effect as a kind of feature interaction [4], [5] between an application and its framework with support by dynamic analysis. Our visualization concisely illustrates where and how a feature interaction is triggered. Such an illustration is expected to be useful for fixing deviant code which is responsible for the feature interaction.

In the rest of this paper, We explain related work in section II. We introduce a motivating example of deviant effect in section III. We explain our approach in section IV, and discuss the result of applying our method to the deviant effect example in section V, and conclude our work in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A feature interaction is a situation where two or more features, each of which works correctly by itself, shows an unexpected result in their combination [4], [5]. Nakamura et al. [4] introduces an object-oriented model, called environment interaction, which describes feature interactions between services by digital appliances in a home network system. Their environment interaction represents the environment in a home network system as the environment object. A feature interaction occurs when a service sets a state of an environment object and another service references the state in its execution.

Side effects in object-oriented programs can be represented in a similar way to environment interaction. However, an aid by dynamic analysis is necessary for obtaining understandable results because of the complexity of practical object-oriented programs.

Dynamic object flow analysis by Lienhard [6] proposes a method to visualize dependency among classes and groups of classes. Lienhard’s method is based on a data flow
analysis which deals with various kinds of object references including object referenced by instance variables. However, her data flow analysis does not deal with (1) object references as method receivers, (2) actions on instance variables to assign and reference primitive values, and (3) control dependencies. Such kinds of information are necessary for analysis of side effects.

Wang et al. [7] proposed a practical means of generating compact program traces for dynamic slicing including data dependency via assignments and references of instance variables. Our approach assumes interactive trace analysis, which require richer kinds of information in program traces than theirs. We have developed a Java byte code instrumentation tool [8] which generates program traces with necessary kinds of information for our purpose.

III. Motivating Example

In the following we introduce a side effect example found in a framework application\(^1\) built on a practical framework GEF\(^2\) developed by a third party.

The framework and the application are written in Java. The application implements simple features to edit UML class diagrams. Figure 1 shows an exception thrown at deleting a 3-ary UML association.

The association consists of a node (n) and three edges (e1, e2, and e3). The association should be deleted by deleting its node (n), but actually we encounter an erroneous situation shown in figure 1. Note the error message in figure 1. This message suggests a deviant effect on an ArrayList instance, where an exception is thrown by an attempt to get an item from this instance which has already been empty.

Figure 2 shows a class diagram of this application. Framework classes FigNode and FigEdge represent graph nodes and graph edges, respectively. Application specific classes\(^3\) AssocNode and AssocEdge implement nodes and edges of UML n-ary associations by extending FigNode and FigEdge, respectively.

The framework specifies dispose() as a hot spot which represents a disposal process of a graph element. Each of the above framework classes implements dispose() to perform an internal disposal process. The application specific classes override dispose() to implement application specific disposal features. The overriding application methods invoke the overridden framework methods by super.dispose() in order to execute the framework disposal procedures. (See the pseudo code in figure 2.) As a result, a disposal process of an association node or an association edge includes nested inversion/re-inversion of controls.

IV. Understanding Deviant Effects as Feature Interactions

 Maintainers need a support in detecting an application method which unexpectedly triggers a deviant effect resulting in a feature interaction. Such detection is the first step to detecting the deviant code which is responsible for the deviant effect, we believe. For this purpose, our approach aims at helping maintainers guess the trigger of a deviant effect, and at concisely visualizing the internal behavior of the guessed method in terms of object references.

We assume that maintainers understand behaviors of exposed framework methods in an abstract fashion. In our deviant effect case, we know that method FigNode.dispose() disposes a graph node and its

\(^1\)http://gefdemo.tigris.org/
\(^2\)http://gef.tigris.org/
\(^3\)We abbreviate the original class names for simplicity.
edges attached to the node, for example. We also assume a supporting tool for interactive program trace analysis. In this paper, we rely on a prototype tool built on our byte code instrumentation library [8]. Our prototype tool enables query on actions in a program trace, and dependency analysis among actions.

We introduce two kinds of visualization of a deviant effect. The first kind of visualization illustrates a method invocation tree participating in a deviant effect so that maintainers can find unexpected re-inversion of control which triggers the deviant effect. The second kind of visualization concisely illustrates how methods in the re-inversion triggers this deviant effect as a feature interaction. Figure 3 and figure 4 illustrate an invocation tree of the deviant effect example in section III, and the triggering process of a resulting feature interaction, respectively.

A shared object, which plays a similar role to environment object in an environment interaction [4], becomes the key to our visualization. We call such a shared object in a deviant effect, the coupling point of this deviant effect. Maintainers are responsible for specifying the coupling point of a deviant effect. Maintainers should also specify an action which shows an erroneous state brought by this deviant effect. In our example, the ArrayList instance is specified as the coupling point, and the exception throwing action is also specified.

The invocation tree in figure 3 is derived from the coupling point and the exception throwing action. The coupling point, which is the ArrayList instance, is denoted by #CP in this tree. The exception throwing action is assigned a unique ID [0]. By dependency analysis, we obtain action [8] which set a state of the coupling point, which causes the exception. The tree is obtained as the minimum invocation tree under which actions 0 and 8 are executed.

Each invocation expression has a signature with a unique ID number such as A[9]. It also has the name of the class that defines the method, the method receiver with its class name, and the method name. Signatures A, F, and J denote an application method, a framework method, and a Java library method, respectively. These signatures are necessary to grasp inversion/re-inversion of controls in an invocation tree.

Action [8] denotes assignment of size, which is an instance variable of the ArrayList instance. The assigned value 0 indicates that the ArrayList instance becomes empty, which brings the exception throwing action [0]. In this way, this figure illustrates the cause and the result of the deviant effect in the invocation tree. This cause-result relationship between actions [8] and [0] can be obtained by dependency analysis in the program trace.

Then, let’s examine the re-inversion of control under which the above assignment action is executed. The association node (node) and its edges (e1 and e3) in figure 1 appear as method receivers. Note that method FigEdge.delete() (F[11]) is invoked on e3, which is a sibling of e1, under AssocEdge.dispose() invoked on edge e1 (A[9]). We did not expect that disposal of e1 is accompanied by deletion of e3. We can guess that application method A[9] might trigger the deviant effect.

Figure 4 puts focuses on the suspicious re-inversion of control, and the invocation context where the exception is thrown. It illustrates cross-border method invocations between the application specific part and the framework, and cross border sequences of object reference via instance variables which bring the coupling point for setting and ref-
erencing its state. This result is derived from the specifying method invocations $F[5], A[9]$ and the coupling point by a partially manual visualization process.

This figure concisely illustrates at its upper side that application method invocation $A[9]$ is the trigger of the deviant effect, whose result manifests itself in framework method $F[5]$. We can see that method $F[5]$ fails because it invokes $A[9]$. Method invocation $F[11]$ and $J[6]$ are shown to indicate where the state of the coupling point has been set and the resulting exception is thrown, respectively.

At the lower side of figure 4, sequences of instance variable references to obtain the coupling point (#CP) are shown in an abstract fashion. The reference actions in $A[9]$ and $F[5]$ are surrounded by rounded rectangles. We can see that in method $A[9]$ edge $e1$ obtains $e3$ through its node (n) to invokes $FjEdge$.delete(). It shows how $A[9]$ triggers the feature interaction. We must examine the source code why this method does it.

By examining the source code, it is known that method $AssocEdge.dispose()$ removes sibling edges of its receiver when just two siblings are left by disposal of its receiver. It is for replacing the current presentation of an n-ary association to that of a binary association. In the case of section III, the replacement occurred at the disposal of $e1$.

Note that method $AssocEdge.dispose()$ works well as long as it is not invoked in $FigNode.dispose()$. Therefore, we decided not to change the implementation of $AssocEdge.dispose()$ but that of $A[5]$ $ModelNodeFig.dispose()$ which invokes $F[5]$. We changed the implementation so that all edges are deleted before invocation of $F[5]$. This new implementation prevents the problematic combination of $F[5]$ and $A[9]$, and thus works well.

V. DISCUSSION

The illustration in figure 4 concisely shows that $AssocNode.dispose()$ triggers the feature interaction by invoking $delete()$ on $e3$ which has been obtained through $e1$ and $n$. In other words, this illustration explains ‘where and how’ the feature interaction has been formed. We had to examine the source code for further understanding: (1) why $AssocNode.dispose()$ did it, and (2) where the deviant code, which is responsible for this feature interaction, is implemented. For understanding such details without source code examination, we need to enhance our behavioral model of invoked methods and our supporting dynamic analysis technique.

At this time, we need a partially manual process in visualizing a deviant effect due to a limitation of the current implementation. Our prototype tool also lacks implementation for maintainers to select objects and methods in section IV interactively. In future we will implement GUIs to examine a program trace interactively, and to create a diagram to visualize its result automatically.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed an approach to visualizing a kind of side effect in a framework application, which we call a deviant effect, as a feature interaction. We applied our approach to a deviant effect in a practical framework application, and found where and how the feature interaction had been formed. This information helped us decide which part in the source code should be corrected.

We are now on the way to establishing a tool support to interactively visualize deviant effects as feature interactions. We will evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of our approach by applying it to other deviant effect examples.
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